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Thank you for reading Blues People Negro Music In White America . Maybe you have knowledge that, people
have search hundreds times for their chosen books like this Blues People Negro Music In White America, but end up
in malicious downloads.
Rather than reading a good book with a cup of coffee in the afternoon, instead they juggled with some harmful virus



inside their desktop computer.

Blues People Negro Music In White America is available in our book collection an online access to it is set as public
so you can get it instantly.
Our books collection spans in multiple locations, allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any of
our books like this one.
Kindly say, the Blues People Negro Music In White America is universally compatible with any devices to read

Eventually, you will unconditionally discover a other experience and achievement by spending more cash. yet
when? pull off you resign yourself to that you require to acquire those all needs in the same way as having
significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will
guide you to comprehend even more in this area the globe, experience, some places, later than history, amusement,
and a lot more?

It is your agreed own times to do something reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is Blues People
Negro Music In White America below.

Thank you enormously much for downloading Blues People Negro Music In White America .Most likely you have
knowledge that, people have look numerous times for their favorite books taking into account this Blues People
Negro Music In White America, but end taking place in harmful downloads.

Rather than enjoying a fine book subsequently a mug of coffee in the afternoon, instead they juggled gone some
harmful virus inside their computer. Blues People Negro Music In White America  is manageable in our digital
library an online entry to it is set as public consequently you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in



combined countries, allowing you to acquire the most less latency period to download any of our books gone this
one. Merely said, the Blues People Negro Music In White America is universally compatible later than any devices
to read.

Yeah, reviewing a books Blues People Negro Music In White America  could add your close contacts listings. This
is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, realization does not suggest that you have
fantastic points.

Comprehending as skillfully as contract even more than supplementary will manage to pay for each success. next-
door to, the pronouncement as skillfully as sharpness of this Blues People Negro Music In White America can be
taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

This book probes the interplay of black and white popular music, from the minstrel period to bebop, examining
connections relations between the races in a wide variety of fields, such as musical comedy, radio, recording,
songwriting, performance, industry, etc. Music in Our World is the first text in music appreciation completely
devoted to the study of music elements and to investing students with active listening skills. The text examines each
musical element from a number of angles - completely integrating world music throughout the discussion. The three
chapters on Melody, for example, cite the work of Hildegard of Bingen, Ravi Shankar, and Giacomo Puccini. This
unique, elements-based approach engages students in actively listening to the broadest range of music available for
music appreciation. Every rock star seems to have a memoir these days. The first guitar; the drugs and debauchery;
the rise, fall, and redemption. But what about the rest of us-the ordinary fans whose own lives were shaped by rock
& roll? The passionate listeners who organize the moments of our lives around the albums that happened to be
spinning at the time? Marc Fagel shares his own moments: from escaping pre-teen angst with the help of the Who, to
spending his teen years buried in the darkest corners of used record stores, gorging on everything from Bowie to the
Clash; from carving out his own musical identity in college courtesy of R.E.M. and the Replacements and a shoebox



full of Grateful Dead tapes, to still finding room for occasional musical epiphanies as an indie rock-obsessed adult.
Your own musical associations undoubtedly differ. But if you, too, have a story for every record that's touched your
life; if you view every event as an excuse to throw together the perfect playlist; if you sometimes forget birthdays,
but can recall the album that was playing that one night back in high school, hanging out in your friend's basement,
dreaming about the future-then you'll see a little of yourself in these pages as well. Shreveport, Louisiana, is one of
America's most important 'regional-sound cities', its musical distinctiveness shaped by individuals and ensembles,
record label and radio station owners, announcers and disc jockeys, club owners and sound engineers, music
journalists and musicians. The area's music is a kaleidoscope of country, blues, R & B, rockabilly, and rock. This
book presents that evolution in a collection of scholarly and popular writing that covers institutions and people who
nurtured the musical life of the city and its surroundings. Youth unemployment in the UK remains around the one
million mark, with many young people from impoverished backgrounds becoming and remaining NEET (Not in
Education, Employment, or Training). However, the NEET categorisation covertly disguises and obscures the
significance of the diverse range of activities, achievements and accomplishments of those who operate in the
informal creative economy. With grime music and its related enterprise a key component of the urban music
economy, this book employs the inherent contradictions and questions that emerge from an exploration of the grime
music scene to build a complex reading of the socio-economic significance of urban music. Incorporating insightful
dialogue with the participants in this economy, White challenges the prevailing wisdom on marginalised young
people, whilst also confronting the assumption that the inertia and localisation of the grime culture results from its
close links to NEET "members" and the informal sector. Offering an ethnographic and timely critique of the NEET
classification, this compelling book would be suitable for undergraduate and post-graduate students interested in
urban studies, business, work and labour, education and employment, ethnography, music, and cultural studies. A
playful book about colors, for children ages 2 and up. When Muddy Waters came to London at the start of the '60s, a
kid from Boston called Joe Boyd was his tour manager; when Dylan went electric at the Newport Festival, Joe Boyd
was plugging in his guitar; when the summer of love got going, Joe Boyd was running the coolest club in London,
the UFO; when a bunch of club regulars called Pink Floyd recorded their first single, Joe Boyd was the producer;



when a young songwriter named Nick Drake wanted to give his demo tape to someone, he chose Joe Boyd. More
than any previous '60s music autobiography, Joe Boyd's White Bicycles offers the real story of what it was like to be
there at the time. His greatest coup is bringing to life the famously elusive figure of Nick Drake - the first time he's
been written about by anyone who knew him well. As well as the '60s heavy-hitters, this book also offers
wonderfully vivid portraits of a whole host of other musicians: everyone from the great jazzman Coleman Hawkins
to the folk diva Sandy Denny, Lonnie Johnson to Eric Clapton, The Incredible String Band to Fairport Convention.
A PEN/JEAN STEIN BOOK AWARD FINALIST ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The Washington
Post • San Francisco Chronicle • NPR • GQ • Time • The Economist • Slate • HuffPost • Book Riot Ghost story,
murder mystery, love letter to American music--White Tears is all of this and more, a thrilling investigation of race
and appropriation in society today. Seth is a shy, awkward twentysomething. Carter is more glamorous, the heir to a
great American fortune. But they share an obsession with music--especially the blues. One day, Seth discovers that
he's accidentally recorded an unknown blues singer in a park. Carter puts the file online, claiming it's a 1920s
recording by a made-up musician named Charlie Shaw. But when a music collector tells them that their recording is
genuine--that there really was a singer named Charlie Shaw--the two white boys, along with Carter's sister, find
themselves in over their heads, delving deeper and deeper into America's dark, vengeful heart. White Tears is a
literary thriller and a meditation on art--who owns it, who can consume it, and who profits from it. A crew of
outcasts tries to find a legendary ship before it falls into the hands of those who would use it as a weapon in this
science fiction adventure series for fans of The Expanse and Firefly. A washed-up treasure hunter, a hotshot racer,
and a deadly secret society. They're all on a race against time to hunt down the greatest warship ever built. Some
think the ship is lost forever, some think it's been destroyed, and some think it's only a legend, but one thing's for
certain: whoever finds it will hold the fate of the universe in their hands. And treasure that valuable can never stay
hidden for long. . . "The editing of music in Fellini's first films represents an entirely new approach to cinematic
sound. The sophistication and complexity of Fellini's soundtracks far surpasses the neorealist models that are often
assumed to form the practical foundation of Fellini's earliest works, and an analysis of the editing of music in these
films reveals extraordinary innovation in the pairing of music and visual image."--BOOK JACKET. In Black &



White Music report I investigated a very small part of the music industry from the USA (0.09% musicians); more
precisely, I investigated the contribution and the artistic merit (greater or lesser) of black artists (0.03%) and white
artists (0.05%) in the production and writing of their albums. The artists investigated in this report are Taylor Swift,
Kanye West, Beyoncé, Kendrick Lamar, Macklemore & Ryan, Adele and Beck. I selected these artists because the
music produced and released by them was used by various artists and journalists as examples of allegations of
discrimination and racism which takes place in the music industry in the USA. The aim of the research is split into 2
levels: in the first level: I explored, analysed and created a comparative study about the contribution and the artistic
merit of black and white artists in the production and writing of their albums; to achieve this aim, I added
contribution and artistic merit into one bubble of research and treated the two concepts with the same meaning, then
I divided the bubble into 8 points of research. the second level: is about using the findings from the eight points of
research to offer a response to three conventional wisdom advanced by black artists and their supporters against the
rules and awards offered by The Recording Academy. Black & White Music report it is unique and original which
investigates the artistic merit of six of the best artists in the music industry of the USA; in these pages, there is an
advanced comparative analysis of the music released by famous artists that was never done before. Black & White
Music report was born out of the urgent need to confront and challenge the three conventional wisdom advanced by
black artists and their supporters who feel and promote the idea of injustice regarding the music released. Black &
White Music report can be used to calm the realities of discrimination and racism and provides a point of reference
of the quality, originality and novelty of the music investigated in these pages; also, it is for future artists waiting to
be discovered, and what they need to expect once they are part of the music industry. Second Edition July 2023 "The
path the slave took to 'citizenship' is what I want to look at. And I make my analogy through the slave citizen's music
-- through the music that is most closely associated with him: blues and a later, but parallel development, jazz... [If]
the Negro represents, or is symbolic of, something in and about the nature of American culture, this certainly should
be revealed by his characteristic music." So says Amiri Baraka in the Introduction to Blues People, his classic work
on the place of jazz and blues in American social, musical, economic, and cultural history. From the music of
African slaves in the United States through the music scene of the 1960's, Baraka traces the influence of what he



calls "negro music" on white America -- not only in the context of music and pop culture but also in terms of the
values and perspectives passed on through the music. In tracing the music, he brilliantly illuminates the influence of
African Americans on American culture and history. A vividly written narrative about the world's best-loved popular
song provides both the story behind the making of Irving Berlin's most memorable tune and the rich, cultural history
of America that embraced it. (Music) Chronicles the mansion's ceremonial traditions and command performances, as
well as the cultural interests of our presidents and first ladies. Probes the principal contradiction in the jazz world:
that between black artistry on the one hand and white ownership of the means of jazz distribution -- the recording
companies, booking agencies, festivals, nightclubs, and magazines -- on the other. 2nd Edition. LECTURES ON
THE BLACK SLAVES, AFRICAN AMERICAN MUSIC VERSUS THE EARLY WHITE MUSIC AND GOSPEL
SONGS. Part One. Published by Times Square Press. New York. Chants, Harp Singing, Hymns, Psalms, Spirituals,
Railroad, Gospel, Sea Chanties, Ragtime, Cake-Walk, Blues, Jazz. From the very beginning: 1606 - 1776 to the
present day. Chronological History of American Music and American Songs. The Afro Slaves and English Pilgrims
Brought Music to America. The colonial era: From 1606 to 1776. Historical retrospective of the Afro-American
gospel music in the late 19th century. The gospel music: Historical perspective. From the early 20th century to the
Caravans. From 1985-2014: The era of worship music. Profile of some of the most noted pioneers. From rap to folk
to punk, music has often sought to shape its listeners’ political views, uniting them as a global community and
inspiring them to take action. Yet the rallying potential of music can also be harnessed for sinister ends. As this
groundbreaking new book reveals, white-power music has served as a key recruiting tool for neo-Nazi and racist
hate groups worldwide. Reichsrock shines a light on the international white-power music industry, the fandoms it
has spawned, and the virulently racist beliefs it perpetuates. Kirsten Dyck not only investigates how white-power
bands and their fans have used the internet to spread their message globally, but also considers how distinctly local
white-power scenes have emerged in Western Europe, Eastern Europe, Latin America, the United States, and many
other sites. While exploring how white-power bands draw from a common well of nationalist, racist, and neo-Nazi
ideologies, the book thus also illuminates how white-power musicians adapt their music to different locations, many
of which have their own terms for defining whiteness and racial otherness. Closely tracking the online presence of



white-power musicians and their fans, Dyck analyzes the virtual forums and media they use to articulate their hateful
rhetoric. This book also demonstrates how this fandom has sparked spectacular violence in the real world, from
bombings to mass shootings. Reichsrock thus sounds an urgent message about a global menace. Publisher
description White Soul is an examination of the social, political, and religious foundations that bring rural and urban
working-class white people and country music together as a dominant force in 20th century American music. An
elitism of the upper class is named, examined, and debunked--with particular focus on the cultural values of
working-class people and the "trashy" church that is preferred. In the 1960s, within the larger context of the civil
rights movement and the burgeoning counterculture, the blues changed from black to white in its production and
reception, as audiences became increasingly white. Yet, while this was happening, blackness-especially black
masculinity-remained a marker of authenticity. Blues Music in the Sixties discusses these developments, including
the international aspects of the blues. It highlights the performers and venues that represented changing racial
politics and addresses the impact and involvement of audiences and cultural brokers. Born in South Carolina, White
spent his childhood as a lead boy for traveling blind bluesmen. In the early '30s he moved to New York and became
a popular blues star, then introduced folk-blues to a mass white audience in the 1940s. He was famed both for his
strong Civil Rights songs, which made him a favorite of the Roosevelts, and for his sexy stage persona. The king of
Café Society-also home to Billie Holiday--he was the one bluesman to consistently pack the New York nightspots,
and the first black singer-guitarist to act in Hollywood films and star on Broadway. In the 1950s, White's bitter
compromise with the blacklisters left him with few friends on either end of the political spectrum. He spent much of
the decade in Europe, then came back strong in the 1960s folk revival. By 1963, he was voted one of America's top
three male folk stars, but his health was failing and he did not survive the decade. Written in an engaging style,
Society Blues portrays the difficult balancing act that all black performers must face in a predominantly white
culture. Through the twists and turns of White's life, it traces the evolution of the blues and folk revival, and is a
must read for anyone interested in the history of American popular culture, as well as a fascinating life story. Visit
the author's website to see the Josh White photo gallery and learn more about Elijah Wald. In Music in Disney's
Animated Features James Bohn investigates how music functions in Disney animated films and identifies several



vanguard techniques used in them. In addition he also presents a history of music in Disney animated films, as well
as biographical information on several of the Walt Disney Studios" seminal composers. The popularity and critical
acclaim of Disney animated features truly is built as much on music as it is on animation. Beginning with Steamboat
Willie and continuing through all of the animated features created under Disney's personal supervision, music was
the organizing element of Disney's animation. Songs establish character, aid in narrative, and fashion the backbone
of the Studios" movies from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs through The Jungle Book and beyond. Bohn
underscores these points while presenting a detailed history of music in Disney's animated films. The book includes
research done at the Walt Disney Archives as well as materials gathered from numerous other facilities. In his
research of the Studios" notable composers, Bohn includes perspectives from family members, thus lending a
personal dimension to his presentation of the magical Studios" musical history. The volume's numerous musical
examples demonstrate techniques used throughout the Studios" animated classics. In Segregating Sound, Karl
Hagstrom Miller argues that the categories that we have inherited to think and talk about southern music bear little
relation to the ways that southerners long played and heard music. Focusing on the late nineteenth century and the
early twentieth, Miller chronicles how southern music—a fluid complex of sounds and styles in practice—was
reduced to a series of distinct genres linked to particular racial and ethnic identities. The blues were African
American. Rural white southerners played country music. By the 1920s, these depictions were touted in folk song
collections and the catalogs of “race” and “hillbilly” records produced by the phonograph industry. Such links
among race, region, and music were new. Black and white artists alike had played not only blues, ballads, ragtime,
and string band music, but also nationally popular sentimental ballads, minstrel songs, Tin Pan Alley tunes, and
Broadway hits. In a cultural history filled with musicians, listeners, scholars, and business people, Miller describes
how folklore studies and the music industry helped to create a “musical color line,” a cultural parallel to the physical
color line that came to define the Jim Crow South. Segregated sound emerged slowly through the interactions of
southern and northern musicians, record companies that sought to penetrate new markets across the South and the
globe, and academic folklorists who attempted to tap southern music for evidence about the history of human
civilization. Contending that people’s musical worlds were defined less by who they were than by the music that



they heard, Miller challenges assumptions about the relation of race, music, and the market. From Jim Crow to
Eminem, white culture has been transformed by black music. To be so influenced by the boundless imagination of a
race brought to America in chains sets up a fascinating irony, andSouled American, an ambitious and comprehensive
look at race relations as seen through the prism of music, examines that irony fearlessly—with illuminating results.
Tracing a direct line from plantation field hollers to gangsta rap, author Kevin Phinney explains how blacks and
whites exist in a constant tug-of-war as they create, re-create, and claim each phase of popular music. Meticulously
researched, the book includes dozens of exclusive celebrity interviews that reveal the day-to-day struggles and
triumphs of sharing the limelight. Unique, intriguing, Souled Americanshould be required reading for every
American interested in music, in history, or in healing our country’s troubled race relations. • Combines social
history and pop culture to reveal how jazz, blues, soul, country, and hip-hop have developed • Includes interviews
with Ray Charles, Willie Nelson, B. B. King, David Byrne, Sly Stone, Donna Summer, Bonnie Raitt, and dozens
more • Confronts questions of race and finds meaningful answers • Ideal for Black History Month "Powerful . . .
equal parts heartwarming and heart-wrenching. White is a gifted storyteller." —Washington Post From the streets of
Baltimore to the halls of the New Mexico Philharmonic, a musician shares his remarkable story in I'm Possible, an
inspiring memoir of perseverance and possibility. Young Richard Antoine White and his mother don't have a key to
a room or a house. Sometimes they have shelter, but they never have a place to call home. Still, they have each
other, and Richard believes he can look after his mother, even as she struggles with alcoholism and sometimes
disappears, sending Richard into loops of visiting familiar spots until he finds her again. And he always does—until
one night, when he almost dies searching for her in the snow and is taken in by his adoptive grandparents. Living
with his grandparents is an adjustment with rules and routines, but when Richard joins band for something to do, he
unexpectedly discovers a talent and a sense of purpose. Taking up the tuba feels like something he can do that
belongs to him, and playing music is like a light going on in the dark. Soon Richard gains acceptance to the
prestigious Baltimore School for the Arts, and he continues thriving in his musical studies at the Peabody
Conservatory and beyond, even as he navigates racial and socioeconomic disparities as one of few Black students in
his programs. With fierce determination, Richard pushes forward on his remarkable path, eventually securing a



coveted spot in a symphony orchestra and becoming the first African American to earn a doctorate in music for tuba
performance. A professor, mentor, and motivational speaker, Richard now shares his extraordinary story—of
dreaming big, impossible dreams and making them come true. White Music is the first full-length biography of the
music maestro, Barry White. Brought up by a single mother in a tough area of Los Angeles he displayed a musical
talent whilst also being a young thug, terrorising the neighbourhood. His life changed forever when his voice broke
at 14 and from that moment he began a 15-year struggle to the top. Along the way he went to prison, got married,
fathered five children and got divorced. His solo career took off after he recorded an album called I've Got So Much
To Give followed by Stone Gon' and Can't Get Enough. The albums made Barry White an international star and
gave him the hit single that defined his life - You're The First, The Last, My Everything. He continued to perform
around the world playing to huge audiences until his death in 2003 at the age of 58. An exploration of the history of
African American musicians in Chicago during the mid-20th century Emily White has been at the forefront of the
modern music industry throughout her career. In this book, she shares her wisdom for all musicians who want access
to this information. White feels that the modern music industry is rarely, if ever, presented in order - from creation to
execution or recording to release. For the first time, White has penned all of her best practices and advice for
musicians looking to build a long-term career into a single book, while ensuring they aren't missing any funds owed
to them along the way. As an entrepreneur, manager and consultant, White has navigated countless new platforms
for musicians and presents the findings in a methodical and step by step manner. This book shows musicians how to
build a career from day one, as well as how to get your career organized moving forward if it isn't your first rodeo.
Early Praise for How to Build a Sustainable Music Career and Collect All Revenue Streams: "A must-read for
anyone launching a career in music or the music industry." -Hypebot "Few people I know have the experience,
savvy and aptitude that Emily White brings to the table, and to a book this necessary and important, especially as
this new music ecosystem really starts to take flight. So to all the artists & entrepreneurs looking to be students of
the game and makers of the money, not just the music - get the book, get your mind right, and go get your hustle
on." -Amaechi Uzoigwe, Manager of Run The Jewels, Founder of FourM Arts & Science "A concise and current
guide to getting your ducks in a row from the woman who is steadily helping me row my ducks." -JULIA NUNES,



Musician & Songwriter "In today's world, you gotta build your own career from the ground up, Emily's book gives
you an excellent road map to do that." -Donald S. Passman, Author of All You Need to Know About the Music
Business "Emily White continues to show the music business that having a good foundation is fundamental to
success. No short cuts!" -Kevin Lyman, Warped Tour Founder & USC Professor Emily White is an entrepreneur
and Founder at Collective Entertainment and #iVoted. White's career spans the entertainment industry, always
putting artists and talent first, while taking care of fans a very close second. Her name graced the cover of Billboard
magazine while in her 20's, with White's work additionally covered by Forbes, Fast Company, Bloomberg, Rolling
Stone, CNN, Fox Business, Vox, The Huffington Post, Pitchfork, Relix, The Fader, Pollstar, Stereogum, Alternative
Press, ESPN and more. She is a regular speaker around the globe at events such as SXSW, Midem, BIGSOUND
Australia, Canadian Music Week, PollstarLive!, NAMM, Music Biz, NARM, SanFran MusicTech, Between The
Waves, and innumerous universities. White has served on the boards of Future of Music, Well-Dunn, CASH Music,
SXSW, The David Lynch Foundation Live!, The Grammys' Education Committee, and Pandora's Artist Advisory
Council. Her first book, Interning 101, was released in 2017 (9GiantStepsBooks) and is a course book at schools
around the world. White is an Adjunct Professor at New York University's Clive Davis Institute of Recorded Music
in Tisch School of The Arts. With Clavis Music we embrace the power of reading and the power of listening. We
explore a new world: that of books and the music. Will you explore it with us? Little White Fish sings a cheerful
morning song. All of his friends make music too. Then Little White Fish hears magical sounds. Where are they
coming from? A merry music book for little fishes and music lovers ages 2 and up. Comprehensive and accessible,
this foundational text surveys general principles of sound, musical scales, characteristics of instruments, mechanical
and electronic recording devices, and many other topics. More than 300 illustrations plus questions, problems, and
projects. In the 1960s, within the larger context of the civil rights movement and the burgeoning counterculture, the
blues changed from black to white in its production and reception, as audiences became increasingly white. Yet,
while this was happening, blackness-especially black masculinity-remained a marker of authenticity. Blues Music in
the Sixties discusses these developments, including the international aspects of the blues. It highlights the performers
and venues that represented changing racial politics and addresses the impact and involvement of audiences and



cultural brokers.
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https://offsite.creighton.edu/~T3R8Y6/animation?download&FileName=LECTURES+ON+THE+BLACK+SLAVES+AFRICAN+AMERICAN+MUSIC+VERSUS+THE+EARLY+WHITE+MUSIC+AND+GOSPEL+SONGS&w=H9P2V1
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~T3R8Y6/animation?download&FileName=LECTURES+ON+THE+BLACK+SLAVES+AFRICAN+AMERICAN+MUSIC+VERSUS+THE+EARLY+WHITE+MUSIC+AND+GOSPEL+SONGS&w=H9P2V1
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~K1M2Z9/satu?download&FileName=Music+In+Our+World&k=W0L2C6
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~N3I2F9/dailyu?download&FileName=Jittery+White+Guy+Music&i=T9Y5I8
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~J5P2T7/simplepure?download&FileName=Shreveport+Sounds+In+Black+And+White&l=G2C2H2
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~F4Q1B2/hacktheme?download&FileName=Blues+People&z=J3X4R2
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~F7B6A8/space?download&FileName=Josh+White&t=S8F3S9
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~A2H7M2/particle?download&FileName=Soul+Music+Black+And+White&q=N6C3I1
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~C8C6L5/noisy?download&FileName=Music+Moves+For+Piano&w=K1P5X7
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~O5U4Y5/simplepure?download&FileName=Im+Possible&m=I4E5T1
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~C0D3N6/simple?download&FileName=Blues+People&u=O9B3U9
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~G6Z9X4/gsap?download&FileName=Urban+Music+And+Entrepreneurship&v=T6E6A1
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~H0R9Q6/lowpoly?download&FileName=Little+White+Fish&m=X1D1F4
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~W8P8H8/animated?download&FileName=Blues+Music+In+The+Sixties&q=O9X5E2
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~Z7A7I7/foundsvg?download&FileName=Segregating+Sound&x=Z3D1D6
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~F6G7U6/hacktheme?download&FileName=Listening+To+Fellini&o=L4S2H5
https://offsite.creighton.edu/~N0E6W4/pagelost?download&FileName=Music+Black+White+Blue&y=E0C0Z8

